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Inside Microsoft SQL Server 2005: T-SQL Programming (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2006
This thorough, hands-on reference for database developers and administrators delivers expert guidance on sophisticated uses of Transact-SQL (T-SQL)—one of the most familiar and powerful programming languages for SQL Server. Written by a T-SQL guru, this guide focuses on language features and how they are interpreted and processed by the...
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SAS Graphics for Java: Examples Using SAS AppDev Studio and the Output Delivery SystemSAS Institute, 2007
Bohnenkamp and Iverson have written a comprehensible guide to the features offered in SAS AppDev Studio 3. Their extensive array of examples will guide readers to take control of their visual output and produce meaningful graphs.     

       Jump-start your SAS graph skills! Here, in one convenient source, is all the information you need...
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Testing SAP R/3: A Manager's Step-by-Step GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Destined to become your essential SAP R/3 desktop reference  

 Testing SAP R/3: A Manager′s Step–by–Step Guide demystifies this powerful software to enable professionals to implement a disciplined, efficient, and proven approach for testing SAP R/3. Providing much needed industry guidance for...
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Agile Database Techniques: Effective Strategies for the Agile Software DeveloperJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
"I wish I had a book like this eight years ago. You’ll want to be sure to have enough copies for both your development and database folks."
     —Jon Kern, Founding Member of the Agile Alliance
"You will find workable, real-world advice here."
     —Doug Barry, Author, Web Services and...
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CompTIA Network+ N10-005 Authorized Cert GuideQue, 2011

	Learn, prepare, and practice for exam success

	
		Master Network+ exam topics
	
		Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes
	
		Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks
	
		Practice with realistic exam questions on the DVD


...
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Multiagent System Technologies: 5th German Conference, MATES 2007, Leipzig, Germany, September 24-26, 2007, ProceedingsSpringer, 2007
The German conference on Multi-Agent System Technologies (MATES) provides an interdisciplinary forum for researchers, users, and developers to present and discuss the latest advances in research work as well as prototyped or fielded systems of intelligent agents and multi-agent systems. The conference aims to promote theory and applications and...
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Getting the Most from Online Learning: A Learner's GuidePfeiffer, 2003
Getting the Most from Online Learning is a must-have resource that helps people become better e-learners by showing them how to prepare for, participate in, and apply e-learning in all its variations. Written by the leaders in e-learning, this book is filled with practical ideas, suggestions, and information about a wide variety of topics including...
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JavaFX Script: Dynamic Java Scripting for Rich Internet / Client-side ApplicationsApress, 2007
JavaFX Script makes it easy for developers to quickly develop high-quality UI-intensive applications very quickly. As JavaFX Script: Dynamic Java Scripting for Rich Internet/Client-side Applications demonstrates, developers can develop Rich Internet Applications and rich client-side user interfaces...
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The Leader's Tool Kit: Hundreds of Tips And Techniques for Developing the Skills You NeedAMACOM, 2005
Here's a book for leaders and aspiring leaders who must develop many skills but don't have much reading time to find the particular help they need. The Leader's Tool Kit gives them hundreds of proven techniques presented in bite-sized chunks and arranged in an easy-to-digest format. Readers will find handy checklists and practical advice...
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Struts Fast Track: J2EE/JSP Framework: Practical Application with Database Access and Struts ExtensionBaseBeans Engineering, 2001
Learn solid practices in developing large, Struts-based web applications with MVC partitioning, database access, security, and content syndication, to name a few topics covered.
This book is not for the beginner programmer. It is recommended that you have a few years of web development and database development experience before attempting to...
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Service Oriented Architecture Field Guide for ExecutivesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Service Oriented Architecture Field Guide for Executives is a fundamental breakthrough in the business and technology perspectives of service oriented architecture (SOA). A valuable resource to help you understand and realize the benefits of SOA in today's companies, this guide will show you how to plan, implement, and achieve SOA value....
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Agile Career Development: Lessons and Approaches from IBMIBM Press, 2009
Supercharge Performance by Linking Employee-Driven Career Development with Business Goals
 

How do you make career development work for both the employee and the business? IBM® has done it by tightly linking employee-driven career development programs with corporate...
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